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To the memory of my parents: Dr Jayme Sandler, one of the first psychoanalysts in Brazil, who introduced me to Freud, Klein, and Bion, and Mrs Bertha Lerner Sandler, professional home decorator, who first showed me what Art is all about.
Solomon saith, *There is no new thing upon the Earth.* So that as Plato had an imagination, that *all knowledge was but remembrance*; so Solomon giveth his sentence, that *all novelty is but oblivion.*

One of their heirs who gave utility to their wisdom, Freud, made an observation out of this: *out of the creativity of a couple, claims to originality are but deluded omnipotence.*

(Expanded from Bacon, 1625, on account of subsequent progress due to his contributions.)
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Due to non-analytic, but equally vital issues, the completion of this book would not have been possible without the professional and kind support of Drs Eduardo Berger, Waldemar Ortiz, Luiz Paulo Kowalski, Marcelo Ferraz Sampaio and Mauricio Ibrahim Scanavacca—skilled and intuitive surgeons fully able to mix swift thought with precise action. Back in the psychoanalytic realm, a similar kind of gratitude is due to Drs Jayme Sandler, Ester Hadassa Sandler, Antonio Sapienza, James Grotstein, André Green and, in a special way, Mrs Francesca Bion. Over four decades, they graciously granted me a seemingly inexhaustible source of wisdom and a continuous stimulus to my attempts at sharing the many things I believe I have learned from them. In a similar vein, but in a parallel way, I am grateful for the insights gained with Mrs Judith Seixas Teixeira de Carvalho Andreucci and Dr Deocleciano Bendocchi Alves. Specifically for this second volume, the contrapuntal stimulus from Drs Odilon de Melo Franco Filho, Parthenope Bion Talamo, Rocco Pisani, Mario Giampá and Giorgio Correnti allowed me to enlarge the scope of some chapters. Finally, this work could not have seen the light of day without the forbearing diligence of Mr Oliver
Rathbone and Mrs Anna Nilsen, who helped its progression from an impossible manuscript into a real book.

Naming is an almost impossible activity. Paradoxically, there are good names, in the sense that they convey beautifully the natural function of the corresponding things, events or facts they identify. In a book devoted to the analytic function, it is essential to reiterate the previous volume’s final acknowledgement, which is paradoxically the first one, the reason for the existence of this writing. It seems to me that “Patient” is one of those names which do justice to their function. For ethical reasons, I cannot name each Patient who came to see me for helping analysis. I express my gratitude for their patience, where nature and nurture meets—and, in a special way, their perennial personal forbearance with my failures. Stemming from the medical tradition, the analytic couple is a way to make the best of a bad job: they were able to couple my personal need to care with their need for help—as well my need to share, both with them and with analytic colleagues, to whom I wish a nourishing and hopefully rewarding reading.
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Appreciation of Volume 1 of *A Clinical Application of Bion’s Concepts*

*by James S. Grotstein*

In this magisterial work Paulo Sandler continues to distinguish himself as a foremost scholar on the works of Bion. Already well known for his encyclopedic zeal, this present book continues Sandler’s tireless search of Bion’s contributions by this noteworthy clinical application of Bion’s ideas. When one scans Sandler’s bibliography on Bion’s works, one can only be deeply impressed by his rigour and his far-reaching scholarship. His 853-page dictionary, *The Language of Bion: A Dictionary of Concepts* (Karnac, 2005) attests to that. It was so useful to me that I purchased two copies, one for my consulting room and another for home. Both have been well used. Two of the features of his scholarship deserve especial notice. One has been his frequent checking with other Bion scholars, including Francesca Bion, about questions he might have. Another stems from his enormous erudition and scholarship. After the reader immerses him- or herself in this text, he or she will observe a sizeable number of languages in which he is fluent and variegated cultures and disciplines with which he is conversant.

A major feature of Sandler’s approach to studying Bion has been to contextualise the background of Bion’s assumptions. In so doing, he extensively investigates the cultural and historical antecedents,
especially including the philosophical and scientific points of view. From them Sandler selects Romanticism and its dialectical relationship with the Enlightenment. Among the many characteristics of Romanticism is imagination, at best creative, but also idealisation and hyperbole. It is its imaginatively creative nature that Sandler believes applies to Freud’s, Bion’s, and Klein’s theories of dreams, phantasies, and myths. Romanticism can also apply to the preternatural concept of Mother Nature, and derivatively to the numinous quality Freud assigned to the instinctual (biological) drives. For over a century since its creation psychoanalysis had been mainly thought of as a body-rooted psychology, which emphasis was used by its practitioners to require that analysts should be physicians.

The Enlightenment, on the other hand, was a trend in which man was gradually developing ideas of certainty, ideas which would lend “scientific” calibration, i.e. measurable truth, to the measurement of a vast array of living and non-living objects. Consequently, even though the origin of the instinctual drives emerged from a numinous “Romantic” matrix, the drives became enlisted to become “first cause” for all psychological phenomena. Freud (1923) declared magisterially, “It is the destiny of the instinct [drive] to be expended in the cathexis of its descendants” (my addition). Classical Freudian and its derivative, Kleinian analysis, became associated with certainty—with the drives as “first cause”, whereas Bion’s way of thinking became associated with uncertainty, which he was to name “O”, the Absolute Truth about an Ultimate and Infinite Reality.

Sandler discusses Bion’s way of being “scientific”, one notable aspect of which is his distinctive use of theories, which he distinguishes from models. Theories, Sandler states, are “a system of interrelated statements, originally corresponding to their counterparts in reality and deriving (as representations) from this very same empirically observed reality” (p. 2). I (JSG) think Sandler is suggesting that theory is the condensation of an invariant truth that summarily captures the hidden order of a phenomenon. Justifiable theories are few and seldom need to be added to. Models, on the other hand, are analogues that exist outside the system they are being applied to. They are instruments to vicariously approximate, measure, and calibrate the objects or phenomena to which they are being applied, e.g., the sphygmomanometer for blood pressure.
The Chapter titles, along with their contents, reveal the range and depth of Sandler’s exploration: Chapters One, Two, Four, Five and Six examine Freud’s and Bion’s theories of dreaming. Chapters One and Three deal with the cultural and contemporaneous scientific background settings which helped contextualise and shape each of their formulations about dreaming. Chapter Seven deals with observation and communication, followed by Chapters Nine and Ten, which discuss the container and the contained. Chapter Eleven deals with catastrophic change. In Chapters Six and Eight Sandler presents extensive and highly credible clinical illustrations of his ideas. His discussion of dreaming, the container and the contained, and especially of invariance is of high order, clear, and inspiring.

Sandler has written another brilliant textbook on Bion’s thinking that constitutes a highly useful and practical handbook on the subject.
PART I

EXTENSIONS INTO THE REALM OF MINUS
FAUST What is your name?
MEPHISTOPHELES The question seems absurd / For someone who despises the mere word, / Who treats appearances as vain illusion / And seeks the truth in such remote seclusion.
FAUST But with you gentlemen the name / And nature’s usually the same, / And we can often recognise / The Liar, the Destroyer, or the Lord of Flies. / Who are you, then?
MEPHISTOPHELES A part of that same power that would / Forever work for evil, yet forever creates good.

(Goethe, Faust, Part I Scene iii)

In psychoanalysis it is assumed that a theory is false if it does not seem to minister to the “good” of the majority of mankind. And it is a commonplace idea of good. The whole idea of “cure”, of therapeutic activity, remains unscrutinised. It is largely determined by the expectations of the patient, though this is questioned in good analysis (as I know it). But in nuclear physics a theory is considered to be good if it aids the construction of a bomb that destroys Hiroshima. Too much of the thinking about...